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1 November 2017
BOROONDARA

Mr Patrick O'Brien
The Secretary
Legal and Social Issues Committee
Parliament House, Spring Street
EAST MELBOURNE VIC 3002

Dear Mr O'Brien

Submission to the Standing Committee on Legal and Social Issues Inquiry
into the Public Housing Renewal Program
The City of Boroondara would like to thank the Standing Committee on Legal and
Social Issues for the opportunity to make a submission to the Inquiry into the Public
Housing Renewal Program (PHRP).
Council recognises that safe and secure housing is essential for good health,
employment, education and community wellbeing, and we believe that everyone
has the right to safe and appropriate housing.
Council is deeply concerned about the Victorian Government's plans and approach
for the renewal of the nine public housing estates, and, in particular, the estate at
Bills Street, Hawthorn. Council is also concerned about the redevelopment of the
estate at Markham Avenue, Ashburton where a similar model of housing is being
proposed .
Outlined below is· Council's response to the Terms of Reference. Our submission
refers to social and public housing, as both terms are used by the Victorian
Government. Social housing is an umbrella term that includes public and
community housing. Public housing is owned and managed by the Director of
Housing whereas community housing is owned or managed by community housing
agencies.

1. The adequacy of a proposed 10 per cent increase in public housing (or
1,100 public units) on the sites given the size of the waiting list for public
housing
A proposed 10 per cent increase in public housing (or 1,100 public units) on the
identified sites is vastly inadequate, especially given the size of the social housing
waiting list, the proposed increase in the total number of units on the sites, and the
lack of transparency about the funding model for the PHRP.
In Victoria, there is a significant shortage of social housing with only 3.47 per cent
of all dwellings being social housing, which is much lower than the current national
average of 4.5 per cent. In the City of Boroondara, there is also a lack of social
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housing, with the municipality having less social housing than the surrounding
region and Metropolitan Melbourne. Based on 2015-16 Department of Health and
Human Services (DHHS) social housing figures and the 2016 Census data on
dwellings, 1.1 per cent of Boroondara dwellings are social housing, compared to 2.0
per cent of the Eastern Metropolitan Region (EMR) dwellings, and 3.4 per cent of
dwellings across all 31 Metropolitan Melbourne Local Government Areas.
Due to the low provision of social housing stock, there are extensive waiting lists for
social housing. The DHHS June 2017 waiting list for Victoria shows 35,392 social
housing applicants on the Victorian Housing Register and an additional 6, 770
waiting to transfer to more suitable social housing. Figures provided for the Box Hill
Regional Office (covering the cities of Boroondara, Whitehorse and Manningham)
show 1,724 applicants waiting for social housing, and an additional 297 applicants
waiting to transfer to more suitable housing within the social housing system. The
DHHS does not break this list down to show demand in individual Local
Government Areas (LGAs ), and there is also no publicly available data on the
demographic breakdown.
Social housing is a vital housing option for people who are homeless or at risk of
homelessness, including people escaping family violence. On the night of the 2011
Census, there were 380 people in Boroondara who were identified as homeless.
Council has been receiving an increasing number of reports of homelessness in the
past 18 months, and expects this to be reflected in the 2016 Census data when this
is released . There has also been growing reports of incidents of family violence.
There is a crucial need for more social housing in Victoria and this municipality to
meet the growing need. A 2016 report commissioned by the Family Violence
Assistance Implementation Taskforce found that to maintain the current level of
social housing in Victoria an additional1 ,700 more social housing units are needed
each year over the next 20 years, which is an increase of 30,000 social housing
homes. The report also found that if lower income households currently facing
housing stress in the private market are to have access to affordable housing,
double this amount of social housing is needed over the next 20 years.1
The proposal by DHHS to redevelop the sites with significant numbers of private
apartments2 is a lost opportunity to make meaningful inroads into the waiting list.
Based on figures provided by the DHHS, the redevelopment of Bills Street and
Markham Avenue will only result in an additional five and six units respectively at
each site. Given the proposed size of the redevelopments and the size of the social
housing waiting list, substantially more than 10 per cent (or 11 additional units)
should be provided as part of the redevelopments. The increase in the number of
units should also result in an increase in the number of public housing bedrooms
across the municipality. As the DHHS has indicated that many of the new homes to
be delivered as part of the PHRP will only be one and two-bedroom homes, there
may actually be a decrease in the number of public housing bedrooms across the
1

Department of Health and Human Services, Victoria's Social Ho using Supply Requirements to 2036, M ay
2017, p.3
2
At the M arkham Avenue Estat e, 62 of th e 225 dwellings proposed will be social housing= 27.5% (72.4%
private apartm ents). At the Bills Street Estat e, 59 of th e 354 dwellings proposed will be socia l housing=
16.7% (83.3% privat e apartments).
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municipality and Victoria. For example, at Markham Avenue there were formerly 56
x 2-bedroom apartments (for a total of 112 bedrooms). The most recent plans for
the re-development of the Markham Avenue propose more apartments (62) but
fewer overall bedrooms (15 x 1-bedroom plus 47 x 2-bedroom = 109 bedrooms).
Council notes that the DHHS has not been able to provide a definitive answer about
the number of public housing units that were at Bills Street prior to 2011 when it
demolished a number of units before a then planned staged redevelopment.
Council believes the number of units was 56. There is concern that the DHHS may
choose a lower figure as the basis for the 10 per cent increase.
The Victorian Government has formed a policy basis that the redevelopment of
Markham Avenue should be "cost-neutral to the Victorian tax-payer." However, it is
Council's view that the Government has artificially inflated the "cost" of the
development by including the value of the land, despite having owned the land in
fee-simple since 1984. For the nine (9) sites that form the PHRP, the DHHS
proposes a public-private partnership, whereby substantial portions of the land will
be made available for multi-dwelling development by private developers and sold as
private dwellings. The proceeds from the sale of the land will go to the Victorian
Government for unknown purposes. The proceeds from the sale of the private
apartments will go to the private developers. The project itself also acts to artificially
inflate the value of the land, as the scale and density of the proposed
redevelopments are significantly more intensive than would normally be able to be
contemplated. In fact, under the Boroondara Planning Scheme, the proposed
redevelopments at Markham Avenue and Bills Street would be prohibited, as they
each fail to comply with mandatory maximum building height and garden area
requirements. For Bills Street, Council has prepared and adopted a comprehensive
Urban Design Framework (UDF) that proposes buildings that range between two
and seven-storeys, with appropriate setbacks and the retention of the majority of
trees on the site. This is contrasted with the proposal publicly put forward by the
DHHS, with buildings of between two and 12-storeys, with minimal setbacks and
the removal of a majority of trees on the site. The DHHS has subsequently
suggested to Council the buildings may be between three and 10-storeys. Council's
adopted UDF proposes a site responsive development and still manages to achieve
a respectable yield of 243 dwellings3 . Council is not opposed to the redevelopment
of these sites. It is committed to them being redeveloped in a site responsive
manner which achieves a significant net community benefit.
In return for the generous benefit being provided to private developers, the Victorian
Government only receives:
•
•

a 10% uplift in the number of public housing apartments on each site4
replacement of the existing public housing stock, new for old, and therefore,
reduced ongoing maintenance costs in the immediate future .

3

The DHHS development for Bills Street proposes a total of 350 dwellings.
All of the documentation from DHHS and the Victorian Government stresses a "minimum" 10% uplift will
be achieved. However, we are not aware of any sites where more than 10% is proposed. Moreover,
Markham Avenue will be losing beds.
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No announcements have been made by the Victorian Government about the
funding model for the PHRP, other than that the provision of private homes will be
used to fund the supply of public homes and that $185 million has been committed
by the Victorian Government to the delivery of the nine renewal projects. It is not
known whether any of the funding is for the construction of the project. It is also not
known whether the Government has set a requirement that the construction of the
public housing at Bills Street be "cost neutral", as it did with the Markham Avenue
project. If the project at Bills Street is to be "cost neutral", it is not clear why 295
private apartments are needed to fund the delivery of 59 public housing units,
especially given the median house and unit price in Boroondara in 2014 was
$1,900,000 and $680,000 respectively.
The City of Boroondara has a fundamental objection to the sale of public land for
private gain, particularly where the net community benefit is the delivery of only an
additional 11 units across the municipality. The proposed redevelopments in the
municipality do not warrant the permanent loss of publicly owned land which should
be used for public housing. Once the land is sold it is no longer available for its
public purpose, or indeed any public purpose. It is difficult for governments to
procure new sites for public purposes. The legacy of public land holding created in
the 1950s and 1960s should not be so readily given up for so little public gain.
The Victorian Government should provide substantially more public housing on the
sites by decreasing the proposed number of private units and making less or no
profit out of the redevelopment. If any profit is derived from the redevelopment, it
should be used to replace and grow the amount of public housing in the
municipality.
Furthermore, it is unclear how the sale of public housing land meets the
Government's own policy requirements. The "Victorian Government Landholding
Policy" 5 requires that public land may only be sold having been declared "land
surplus to agency requirements." With a public housing waiting list of 35,392, it is
inconceivable that this land could have been declared "surplus".
Finally, the social housing to be provided as part of the redevelopments must be
public housing and not community housing to ensure that the housing remains in
the control of the Victorian Government in perpetuity. If the term social housing is
used there is a risk that developers may lease the housing to a community housing
provider for a period of time (e.g. 10 to 15 years), and once this has expired the
developer may then sell the properties as they are no longer in the control of the
Victorian Government.
Recommendation 1.1: The increase in public housing units as part of the PHRP
should be substantially more than 10 per cent, and should result in at least double
the current number of public housing units on the sites.

5

Prepared by the Secretary, Department of Treasury and Finance, authorised by the Victorian Government,
published May 2016.
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Recommendation 1.2: The increase in the number of public housing units should
also result in an overall increase in the number of bedrooms accommodated at
each estate.
Recommendation 1.3: The sale of public housing land should not be used for
private gain; if any profit is derived from the redevelopment, it should be used to
replace and grow the amount of public housing in the municipality.
Recommendation 1.4: The social housing to be provided as part of the
redevelopments must be public housing and not community housing to ensure that
the housing remains in the control of the Victorian Government for perpetuity.
2. The ability to cater for all demographics including families, couples and
singles with the proposed housing mix
·
According to information provided by the DHHS about Markham Avenue and Bills
Street, many of the new homes to be delivered will be one and two-bedroom homes
as these are in highest demand in Victoria. Therefore, the redevelopments will not
cater for all demographics, and in particular, families who cannot access
appropriate sized properties.
Council is aware that there is a growing need for public housing for older women
who have been identified as being at increased risk of housing insecurity in the
community. Smaller units would be considered suitable for this population group.
However, Council is also aware that families were living at Markham Avenue before
it was demolished, and that families will not be able to return once it is redeveloped
if only smaller units are provided. As households with children make up a high
proportion of the resident population in Boroondara and, in particular, Ashburton,
priority should be given to accommodating families at Markham Avenue. The
municipality is considered an ideal location for raising families given the number of
primary and secondary schools, and providing housing for families as part of the
redevelopments would be suitable.
While the DHHS notes that one and two-bedroom homes are in highest demand,
Council has not seen supporting evidence or a rationale. There is a lack of
transparency about the social housing waiting list; information is not provided to
show demand at the LGA, and there is also no publicly available data on the
demographic breakdown.
The provision of mainly smaller units as part of the redevelopments also indicates a
lack of future planning by the DHHS as it has not included a diversity of housing
types in the redevelopments. In order to improve the liveability in the area, it is
important to have a diversity of housing types available. Providing only one and
two-bedroom apartments does not achieve this. As the City of Boroondara has
excellent access to public transport and services such as libraries, recreation
facilities, schools, health and welfare services, properties should be provided for all
household types. This is in line with the findings of the community consultation for
the development of the Boroondara Community Plan where our community told us
that it was important to have diverse housing options available for people of all
income levels and life stages including people on low incomes and older adults.
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The DHHS information sheet about the Bills Street redevelopment notes that
"homes on the renewed estates will be accessible for people with different mobility
needs" and that "the exact number of homes catering for special needs will be
determined by the planning process". It is essential that accessible housing is
provided as part of the redevelopments given the ageing population and the lack of
housing options for people with a disability in the municipality. This will enable
people to age in place near their social support networks and services.
Recommendation 2.1: A diversity of housing types should be included in the
redevelopments for all demographics including families, couples and singles to
meet current and future needs.
Recommendation 2.2: At least half of the public and private properties provided
as part of the redevelopments should be accessible for people with a disability and
older adults with limited mobility to enable ageing in place.

3. The effects on current public housing tenants, including:
a. whether they will be moved to accommodation that is secure, stable and fit
for purpose
b. whether they will be moved to accommodation that is close to existing
social support networks, educational, health and welfare services
c. whether current tenants will be able to return to the estates
The positive links between social connections and physical and mental health have
been well-established.6 lndividuals who have strong personal and social networks
are more likely to have access to information and services, get help in an
emergency, feel valued by society, and have better health outcomes than those
with weaker ties.7
Council is aware that a number of the tenants of Markham Avenue were moved to
the Gateway in Ash burton, which enabled them to stay close to their existing
networks and services. However, we are also aware of a family that was moved to
an area that they had no connection with, which was not ideal. For a period of time,
one of Council's key service partners continued to assist the family to return to
Boroondara until it was able to connect them to services closer to their home.
Council is very concerned about the effects of the redevelopment on the current
public housing tenants at Bills Street, Hawthorn. Through partnerships with our key
service providers, we are aware of older tenants and tenants with complex issues
that will find it difficult moving out of their homes. Given the shortage of public
housing in the municipality, it would appear unlikely that many of the tenants would
be relocated by the DHHS to housing that is close to existing social support
networks, educational, health and welfare services. Moving tenants away from
6

Whiteford H, Cullen M & Bainga na F 2005, Social Capital and M ental Health in Promoting M ental Health:
Concepts, Emerging Evidence, Practice, as cited in VicHealth 2005, Social Inclusion as a determinant of mental
health and w ellbeing
7
Department of Hu man Services Practice (DHS) 2003, Vict orian Population Health Survey 2002: Selected
findings, DHS, as cited in VicHealt h 2005.
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these could have a detrimental impact on their health and wellbeing, as they will be
required to re-establish their networks and the area may not be as well serviced as
Boroondara. To minimise any negative impacts of being relocated , the DHHS
·
should provide regular and ongoing support to tenants until it is able to connect
them with relevant supports and services. This is particularly important given the
redevelopments may take up to two years to complete.
It is our understanding that the tenants of Bills Street have been told they will be
able to return once the redevelopment is complete. The DHHS must ensure this
process is guaranteed for those requesting it.

Recommendation 3.1: DHHS should create a program for providing regular and
ongoing support to tenants who are relocated to new areas until the residents are
connected with appropriate services and establish their own local support networks.
Recommendation 3.2: DHHS guarantees that any current tenant or previous
tenant whose building was demolished will be allowed to return to Bills Street once
it is redeveloped.
4. The allocation of parts of the sites between the proposed new public and
private housing units
Council and its key service partners have been advocating to the Victorian
Government for there to be no demarcation between the public and private housing
units in the redeveloped sites. This will ensure an integrated and inclusive
community. Council has also been advocating for the redevelopments to include
community spaces that are available for the delivery of services and activities for
both residents of the public and private housing. This will ensure better outcomes
for the residents by linking them with appropriate services.
The information sheets prepared by DHHS for Bills Street indicate it is not yet
known how the social housing will be integrated with the private housing. DHHS
officers have advised that the social housing will be 'tenure blind'. It is the view of
Council that 'tenure blind' should mean the public housing is indistinguishable from
private housing in all manners. This includes the provision of underground car
parking, storage and private open space.
A recent paper prepared by University of Melbourne researchers, Abdullahi Jama
and Dr Kate Shaw, is critical of the Victorian Government's program of segregated
mixed-tenure development, with 1950s walk-up flats being demolished and
replaced with a segregated mix of public and private housing. The paper notes that:
policies to introduce a public-private tenure mix tend to be implemented
through two main design principles: {salt and pepper' or {block by block'.
The former creates a fine grained mix within buildings and streets,
whereas the latter balances the demographics at a wider,
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neighbourhood scale but retains homogeneity of tenure within individual
buildings or precincts.8
Council is pleased that the Victorian Government has advised that it has taken
onboard Council's and the community's feedback by revising its plans for Markham
Avenue to include fully integrated public and private housing. Council recommends
that a 'salt and pepper' mixed tenure approach be embedded into all projects that
form part of the PHRP.

Recommendation 4.1: The provision of the public and private housing units should
be 'tenure blind' in all respects to ensure an integrated and inclusive community.
Recommendation 4.2: A 'salt and pepper' mixed tenure approach should be
embedded into all projects that form part of the PHRP.
Recommendation 4.3: The redevelopments should include internal and external
community spaces that are available for the delivery of services and activities for
both residents of the public and private housing.

5. The lack of public condition assessments of the estates or alternative
options such as refurbishment of all or part of the existing housing units
In January 2016, when all the units at Markham Avenue were demolished, only 12
of the 56 units were habitable. This reflects the failure of successive Victorian
Government's to properly manage the public housing stock by allowing the housing
to deteriorate to the point where the majority of the units were uninhabitable.
The 2012 Victorian Auditor-General's Report on Access to Public Housing found
that:
The public housing portfolio is now in a seriously deteriorating
condition with the division estimating that 10,000 properties, 14 per
cent of the total, will reach obsolescence over the next four years.9
The Report also found that the Department of Human Services (DHS) (now DHHS)
had poor asset management of the public housing stock:
Such a large property portfolio warrants comprehensive asset
management, yet there is no current asset management strategy. The
division 's past asset management strategies lacked basic elements
such as annual updating, consideration of the full life cycle of assets,
and comparison of current to desired stock, in terms of size or location.
The last asset management strategy, which expired in 2011, neither
aligned with overarching DHS strategic plans and objectives, nor
articulated any desired future for public housing. There was no gap
analysis or any articulation of how planned activities would meet future
need. The strategy also did not analyse options for portfolio
8

Shaw, K. & James, A., Why do we need social mix? Analysis of an Australian inner-city public housi ng est ate
redevelopment, June 2017, p. 4
9
Vict orian Aud it or-General's Report, Access t o Public Housing, 2012, p.ix
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management or identify where or how value could be extracted from
the property portfolio.
Past asset management strategies were not reviewed and updated
regularly. The division uses no performance measures for its asset
management, and as such, its performance in this area has not been
evaluated. 10
.
The recommendations of this 2012 report included that the DHS should "assess its
operational efficiency and role in public housing", "develop a long-term plan for
public housing with clear objectives" and "develop a comprehensive asset
management strategy and vigorously monitor performance". 11
However, five years later the 2017 Victorian Auditor General's Report "Managing
Victoria's Public Housing" found:
Although DHHS has responded to each of our recommendations
from 2012, it is still not managing its public housing effectively. The
absence of a clear long-term direction for public housing for much
of the period since the previous audit has not helped. An asset
management framework that is disjointed, poorly communicated
and lacking in a comprehensive understandinq of asset
performance is also at the root of this failure. 1
It also found that the Victorian Government's current plans need "to be
supplemented by a long-term plan for public housing that aims to improve supply,
sustainability and DHHS' ability to meet demand". 13
The 2017 Report again recommended that the DHHS "agree on a long-term
strategic direction for public housing that sets targets for growth, sustainability and
meeting demand" and "develop and implement an asset strategy for public
housing" .14 Council believes that this is crucial to ensure the sustainability of the
public housing system. This is particularly important given the Victorian
Government will have limited land to sell off in the future to fund redevelopments
and on-going building maintenance, if the current projects proceed as planned.
Recommendation 5.1: The Victorian Government's current plans mt,Jst urgently be
supplemented by a long-term plan for public housing that aims to improve supply,
sustainability and DHHS' ability to meet demand that does not rely on the sale of
public housing land.
6. The proposed significant increase in density and heights and any local
environmental impacts, such as the loss of open space and mature
vegetation

10

Victorian Auditor-General's Report, Access to Public Housing, 2012, p.x
Victorian Auditor-General' s Report, Access to Public Housing, 2012, p.xi
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Victorian Auditor-General's Report, Managing Victoria's Public Housing, 2017, p.viii
13
Victori an Auditor-General's Report, Managing Victoria's Public Housing, 2017, p.9
14
Victorian Auditor-General' s Report, Managing Victoria 's Public Housing, 2017,pp. xii, xiii
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The fundamental starting principle of any development application is that it should
be site-responsive. This is not an empty platitude - Clause 15 of all planning
schemes requires planning to "ensure all new land use and development
appropriately responds to its landscape, valued built form and cultural context, and
protect places and sites with significant heritage, architectural, aesthetic, scientific
and cultural value" together with requiring the creation of "quality built environments
[that] supports the social, cultural, economic and environmental wellbeing of our
communities, cities and towns." High quality developments respond to the
opportunities and constraints of the land and have regard to any applicable landuse and built-form planning policies. This is known as a 'design-led' approach to
development. It is essential that the PHRP commits to a 'design-led' approach,
rather than the 'yield-led' approach it is currently utilising.
The original proposal prepared on behalf of Development Victoria for Markham
Avenue was clearly 'yield-led'. A total of 250 dwellings were proposed , comprising
62 public housing apartments and 188 private housing apartments, on a site that
formerly accommodated 56 public apartments. The development proposed the
removal of 76 of 82 trees located on the site, including a number of native and
indigenous species that were considered to be of high retention value. Six (6)
buildings were proposed, ranging in height from 2-storeys to ?-storeys, in an area
overwhelmingly characterised by single and double storey detached dwellings.
Buildings ranging between 5 and 6-storeys high were sited directly abutting Council
parkland, with setbacks of 2m or less, with sheer facades that would overwhelm
and overshadow the parkland setting.
A confidential report prepared by the Office of the Victorian Government Architect's
(OVGA) Victorian Design Review Panel in October 2016 was critical of the
Markham Avenue development, stating, "we still have some fundamental concerns
regarding the contextual sensitivity of the response and the project's capacity to be
an exemplar for a housing joint venture of this type", going on to state:
We are of the view that the site should be designed to more clearly
contribute to the amenity and landscape of its surrounds rather than
simply 'borrowing ' from the established parkland amenity. Key to this
is providing more considered landscaped buffers to the site
perimeter, which is currently predominantly buildings.
Notwithstanding the criticisms of the Design Review Panel, Development Victoria
submitted a substantially unchanged proposal to the Minister for his approval in
February 2017.
Only after a significant public campaign was launched by Council and the local
community, did the Victorian Government intervene and instruct Development
Victoria to substantially modify the development to achieve a more appropriate
built-form outcome. Such campaigns should not be necessary. From the outset,
PHRP designs should be well-considered and conceived.
Council was originally not invited to participate in the OVGA's Design Review Panel
workshop, but officers insisted on attending. Council's officers were then instructed
that they were to be limited to observing, rather than participating in the workshop.
10
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Development Victoria then resisted providing Council with a copy of the OVGA's
report.
It is vital that all PHRP developments be considered by the OVGA's Victorian
Design Review Panel and that Council officers are invited to attend and participate
in these meetings without the constraint of a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU)
or confidentiality agreement. This issue is expanded on at Section 9 of this
submission .
It is acknowledged that in limited circumstances, the achievement of a substantial
'net community benefit' through the construction of public housing apartments may
warrant greater weight being placed on the yield achieved. However, in this
instance, the substantial proportion of housing yield being achieved is not public
housing. In the instances of Bills Street and Markham Avenue, the net increase of
six and five public housing apartments, respectively, does not create a "substantial
'net community benefit"' and does not warrant a departure from accepted planning
principles.
The Markham project documentation included a complete set of detailed
architectural drawings that formed part of the public consultation material. The
projects being run as a part of the PHRP are not providing documentation with this
level of detail. Instead, plans are limited to building envelope plans and sketch
plans. Council is convinced that it would not have been able to advocate as
effectively as it did in relation to the Markham project, were it not for the high level
of detail made available to the parties.
For example, the failure to prepare and exhibit detailed architectural plans for the
PHRP developments removes the opportunity for Council and the community to
assess the detailed layout of apartments and their compliance with the
requirements of the planning scheme, or to have Council's and the community's
views on these matters considered by the PHRP Standing Advisory Committee. It
was Council's experience with Markham Avenue that the documentation submitted
to the Minister for Planning by Development Victoria stated it fully complied with the
Boroondara Planning Scheme. However, an assessment carried out by Council
officers .found a significant number of non-compliances, including with the Minister's
own Better Apartments Design Standards. The PHRP's strategy of putting
development proposals out into the public sphere without a high level of detail
removes the opportunity for this sort of independent scrutiny.
The Bill Street project has been deferred as the Minister has agreed to incorporate
a substantial private land holding (Melbourne University Hawthorn Campus),
without any commitment to providing a further increase in public housing. The
plans presented to Council prior to this depicted a yield led proposal rather than one
based on a comprehensive review of site constraints and opportunities. The plans
set out basic envelopes without any of the details that would ordinarily be available
to the community, such as overall building heights, layout and boundary setbacks.
The scale depicted is at odds with local policy recently approved by the Minister for
Planning regarding neighbourhood character across Boroondara. Council's Urban
Design Framework prepared for the site achieves a robust housing yield of 243
dwellings, without impacting on neighbourhood character or residential amenity.

(
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The DHHS proposes to rezone the Bill Street site to a Mixed Use Zone. This could
allow significant commercial development in the future. The draft amendment
documents contain no strategic analysis of what the effect of creating a new activity
centre would have on existing nearby centres as would ordinarily be required.

Recommendation 6.1: All PHRP developments be undertaken following a 'designled' approach, rather than a 'yield-led' approach.
Recommendation 6.2: All PHRP developments must comply with the requirements
of the applicable planning scheme, including but not limited to achieving compliance
with applicable local policies and the objectives and standards of Clause 55
(Rescode) and Clause 58 (Better Apartments).
Recommendation 6.3: All PHRP developments should be referred to the OVGA's
Victorian Design Review Panel and must include representatives from Council and
allow their unfettered participation.
Recommendation 6.4: All PHRP development proposals be prepared with
sufficient information (including a complete set of architectural drawings) to enable
Council and the community to sufficiently inform themselves of the impact of the
development.
Recommendation 6.5: Prior to public exhibition/consultation, the PHRP proponent
must consult with the local Council and allow it to have meaningful input into
whether the proposed exhibition/consultation documentation contains sufficient
information.
7. The removal of planning controls from local councils, and planning
implications surrounding communities including existing neighbourhood
character, traffic flow and provisions of services
Council does not support the proposal to make the Minister for Planning the
responsible planning authority for the land. Council is sufficiently experienced and
capable of assessing a multi-dwelling application and planning scheme amendment
in a timely and professional manner. The community has also reacted strongly,
opposing the removal of Council as the responsible authority.
Council is concerned that the removal of its usual status as the responsible
authority significantly reduces its ability to ensure an appropriate development
outcome is achieved with regard to neighbourhood character, traffic management
and amenity impacts.

8. The proposed loss of third party appeal rights
Council's concerns with the removal of third party appeal rights is underpinned on
the basic premise that development proposals that seek approval for a built form
outcome that is a significant departure from the existing or preferred scale and
character of the location in which it is located should undergo greater scrutiny, not
less. In the case of Bills Street, the DHHS have not been forthcoming with copies of
12
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documents intended for public exhibition or that form the basis for justifying their
proposal. The withholding of critical information from the public sphere
unreasonably disadvantages Council and the community and undermines
confidence in the project.
9. The transparency and genuine community consultation with affected
residents, neighbouring communities and the broader Victorian
community regarding the short, medium and long term implications of the
PHRP model as currently proposed
The community consultation for the PHRP model as currently proposed has not
been transparent and genuine. In 2015, when the Victorian Government announced
the redevelopment of Markham Avenue there was increasing community concerns
about the redevelopment due to the delay in announcing the plans and the
redevelopment timelines. When the Victorian Government did finally consult the
community, it was poorly communicated and the consultation was not genuine as
the plans had already been drafted. Council should have been consulted earlier,
before architectural plans had been prepared, to set agreed parameters for the
design. Instead, Development Victoria 'informed' Council of the proposal, rather
than 'consulting' in order to achieve an acceptable outcome.
In addition, key service providers were not informed of any consultations with the
tenants or formally consulted about the redevelopment. Attempts by one key
agency to provide feedback to Places Victoria (as it was known at the time) were
unsuccessful, as the agency was told that its suggestions were outside the scope of
the project and that it needed to speak to the DHHS, yet despite enquiring with the
DHHS no contact was received.
Similarly, Council's key housing provider, SalvoCare Eastern, has found that the
consultation process for the Bills Street redevelopment has not been well-planned.
The agency only learnt of a meeting about the Bills Street redevelopment by
chance and consequently the meeting was poorly attended. This indicates that a
good communication strategy has not been developed despite the Victorian
Government stating that "Plans for each site will be developed with input from
residents, community and other stakeholders". 15
In the instance of the Bills Street project, DHHS refused to provide Council with a
copy of the proposed amendment documents in advance of public exhibition, as
Council declined to sign an MoU or confidentiality agreement. The MoU presented
to Council sought to unreasonably stifle and constrain Council's current role as the
responsible authority for the land. The MoU required:
•

that Council cooperate with the Director of Housing to achieve the successful
planning, design, delivery and completion of the project
that Council work together with the Director of Housing to mitigate risks to the
project

•

15

Victorian Government, Homes for Victorians, accessed on 10 October 2017,

http/ /www.v;c.gov .au/ affo,dablehous;ng/soda 1-hous;ng/buHd;ng-and-upgcad;ng-new-houses.ht(

)
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•
•
•

•

that Council will work to achieve the successful implementation and completion
of the project and ensure a value for money outcome for all parties
that any intellectual property prepared by Council and its officers would vest in
the Director of Housing upon creation
the MoU and any information arising from the project remain confidential,
unless the information is at the time already in the public domain or is required
to be communicated to a person who is authorised by any law to receive it or
was consented to by both the Director of Housing and the Council
that any Council employees obtaining access to any information relating to or
arising from the MoU sign an Individual Confidentiality Undertaking.

The proposed MoU sought to erode Council's role as the responsible planning
authority and attempted to co-opt Council into a role of project delivery partner,
rather than an unbiased, independent participant.
As noted earlier, it was also Council's experience with the Markham Avenue
redevelopment that the consultation was not genuine and transparent, with Council
having to repeatedly demand sufficient information be added to the plans prepared
by Places Victoria so that an appropriate level of assessment could be undertaken.
It was also Council's experience that Places Victoria played the role of intermediary
in conveying Council's concerns about the merits of the proposal to the Minister for
Planning. In limiting Council's ability to provide unfettered advice, there was a risk
of issues being downplayed or misconstrued.
Council has experienced varying levels of information and supporting
documentation being prepared for Markham Avenue (full architectural plans)
compared to Bills Street (sketch plans and building envelope plans). Council is
firmly of the view that full architectural plans should be prepared for community
consultation and to enable a detailed and transparent assessment by Council
officers and the PHRP Standing Advisory Committee. (See Recommendations 6.4
and 6.5 in this submission)
Consideration of social and economic effects
Council has serious reservations with the Terms of Reference that the PHRP
Standing Advisory Committee will be operating under, as they explicitly preclude
the Standing Advisory Committee (SAC) from making findings or recommendations
in relation to the social and economic effects of the project.
Pursuant to Section 60(1 )(f) of the Planning and Environment Act 1987 (the Act),
before deciding on an application, the responsible authority must consider "any
significant social effects and economic effects which the responsible authority
considers the use or development may have."
Social effects are not defined in the Act, but typically include the effects of a
proposal on:
•
•
•

the demand for use of community facilities and services
access to social and community facilities
choice in housing, shopping, recreational and leisure services
14
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•
•

community safety and amenity
the needs of particular groups in the community. 16

The Terms of Reference set out the following matters for the SAC to consider:

38. Matters the Standing Advisory Committee must consider:
a. All relevant submissions.
b. The appropriateness of the proposal in light of key strategies including
Home for Victorians and Plan Melbourne 2017.
c. The appropriateness of the proposal against the objectives of the
Planning and Environment Act 1987 and any other relevant provisions of
the planning schemes.
d. Whether the Minister for Planning should act as Responsible Authority
for the development site(s) and if this would expedite future planning
approvals.
e. Whether the proposed changes to the planning scheme and/or planning
permits should be approved, subject to any recommended changes.
Conversely, the Terms of Reference also set out the following matters that the SAC
is not to review or consider:

39. It is not the role of the Standing Advisory Committee to
review or consider:

a.

the increasing demand for one and two bedroom social housing
dwellings;
b. the suitability ofjoint venture partnerships as a delivery model;
c. leveraging under-utilised public land to deliver an increase in social
housing;
d. the dwelling yields needed to achieve an increase of at least 10 per cent
in social housing;
e. the appropriateness of community housing providers to administer the
provision of social housing.
There are inherent conflicts between the matters the SAC are required to consider
at point 38c17 and the matters the SAC are not permitted to consider at points 39b,
39c and 39d.
Council advocates for changes to the Terms of Reference for the Social Housing
Renewal Standing Advisory Committee, to enable the making and consideration of
submissions in relation to:
•

the suitability of joint venture partnerships as a delivery model

16

Source: Paper by Laurie Hewet, Senior Member, VCAT: "Significant Social Impacts and Community
Participation- Community Input into Development Assessment Decision Making in Victoria in the Light of
Recent Amendments to the Planning and Envi ronment Act 198r for the Australasian Conference of Planning
and Environment Courts and Tribunals, 11-14 October 2016
17
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•

leveraging under-utilised public land to deliver an increase in social housing
the dwelling yields needed to achieve an increase of at least 10 per cent in
social housing.

As it currently stands, officers are of the view that the above limitations in the Terms
of Reference limit the SAC from considering the appropriateness of the proposal
against all of the objectives of the Planning and Environment Act 1987.
The Minister for Planning as Responsible Authority
The DHHS is proposing that the responsible planning authority for the nine (9) sites
be altered from the relevant local Council, to the Minister for Planning. The effect of
this is that the proposed developments will be determined by the Minister, rather
than Council. It also has the effect of removing third-party rights of review.
Council officers remain sufficiently experienced to process a planning permit
application for multi-dwellings of the scale and density proposed in a timely manner.
There is no genuine need to remove Council from its ordinary role as the
responsible authority, or to remove the community's third-party review rights.
The Minister is basing his decision to circumvent the "usual" planning process on
the PHRP being of State significance. However, it is considered that the
construction of an additional five and six public housing apartments at Bills Street
and Markham Avenue, respectively, does not meet the tests set out in the Planning
and Environment Act 1987 for the Minister to make himself the responsible
authority.

Recommendation 9.1: The applicable local councils be retained as the responsible
planning authorities for the sites.
Recommendation 9.2: The Victorian Government commits to undertaking genuine
and transparent community consu ltation with the local community, affected
residents, key service providers and local governments.
Recommendation 9.3: The 'usual' public notice and third party review rights
afforded by the Planning and Environment Act 1987 be retained.
10.Public housing estates where similar models are envisaged or underway,
including:
a. Markham Avenue, Ashburton
b. Koolkuna Lane, Hampton
c. the corner of Stokes Street and Penola Street, Preston
As noted throughout our submission, Council has concerns with the model being
proposed for the public housing estate at Markham Avenue, Ashburton. We will
continue to advocate to the Victorian Government for better outcomes for the local
community and the social housing tenants.

16
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With respect to the level of detail provided in the documentation in support of
Markham Avenue and Bills Street, Council's preferred approach is that of Markham
Avenue, where a full set of architectural drawings were produced, rather than
sketch plans and building envelope plans.

11 . Previous Victorian public housing renewal projects, including but not
limited to the Kensington, Carlton and Prahran public housing estates:
The Victorian Government must learn from previous public housing renewal
projects to ensure better outcomes are achieved for the public housing tenants of
the nine sites selected for redevelopment as part of the PHRP.
As mentioned earlier, in their paper, "Why do we need social mix? Analysis of an
Australian inner-city public housing estate redevelopment", University of Melbourne
researchers, Abdullahi Jama and Dr Kate Shaw, examined the implementation of
the social mix model at the Carlton estate. The paper compared claims made for
the redevelopment by the Victorian Government, and claims made for social mix in
the international literature. It also assessed the extent of actual social mixing
between public and private residents on the estate. The paper notes that one of the
Victorian Government's objectives in the delivery of mixed-tenure public and private
housing projects is to balance the social mix by diluting areas of entrenched
disadvantage. The paper concludes that:
It is apparent that the primary beneficiaries of the public housing
redevelopment model in inner-Melbourne are, firstly, the state government,
with newer stock to manage from low financial outlay; and the developers
and surrounding property owners. The low-income communities the model
is purported to support see little benefit other than to those individuals who
are lucky enough to move into the substantially improved if diminished
stock of public housing in the area. This is important. A fully-funded state
housing replacement program, partnering with non-profit housing
associations if necessary and focussed on increasing the social housing
stock, would deliver better results. The privatisation of sections of public
housing estates under the guise of social mix is unlikely to deliver the
progressive social agenda suggested at the outset. This is becoming more
obvious as the redevelopment program proceeds, and the outcomes are
far from certain. 18
To ensure the success of the redevelopments the Victorian Government should not
replicate the model used at the Carlton estate. It should also ensure that the
redevelopments are "tenure blind" and that the residents of the public and private
housing have access to the same communal spaces both within the buildings and
the grounds.

Recommendation 11.1: The Victorian Government must learn from previous public
housing renewal projects to ensure that better outcomes are achieved for the public
housing tenants of the nine sites.
18

Shaw, K. & James, A., W hy do we need socia l m ix? Ana lysis of an Australian inner-city public housing estate
redevelopment, June 2017, p. 31
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We trust that the information provided will assist the inquiry and look forward to
hearing the outcomes on this important topic. If you require any further information,
or
please contact Shiran Wickramasinghe, Director City Planning on

Yours sincerely

Cr Phillip Healey
Mayor

Mr Phillip Storer
Chief Executive Officer
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